TEMAS EXÁMENES ORALES PRUEBAS DE CERTIFICACIÓN junio/ septiembre. Curso 2012-13

2º NIVEL BÁSICO

0. Introduce yourself
1. Introducing people
2. Talk about someone you know well.
3. Your time
4. Changes
5. Your space
6. Buying things in a shop
7. Work-life balance
8. Describing people
9. Transport / getting around
10. Talk about films
11. Tell a story
12. Health
13. Experiences
14. Choices

2º NIVEL INTERMEDIO

1. Media: entertainment and information
2. Media information
3. Communication
4. Hopes, dreams and ambitions
5. Accidents and injuries
6. Natural events
7. Plans, offers, promises
8. Plans and arrangements
9. Money
10. Advice
11. Personal qualities
12. Influence in your life
13. Travelling
14. Decision-making
15. Problems and solutions
16. Memory
17. Communication and gossiping
18. Your interests or favourite activities
19. Mistakes and regrets
20. News stories

2º NIVEL AVANZADO

1. Living in the city
2. Genealogy: family history
3. Behaviour patterns: optimism/pessimism
4. The future of our planet
5. Learning languages
6. Inventions and discoveries over history
7. Truth and lies: Is it ever OK to lie?
8. Social behaviour: good/bad manners
9. Telling stories
10. Balance in nature
11. The news
12. The power of the sea
13. Global English: pidgin and trade language
14. Magical places: beautiful, exciting or thrilling places
15. Mystery, books and films
16. Parent / child relationships
17. What’s in a name? How important is a person’s name?
18. Memories
19. The generation gap
20. The power of words
21. Power and money
22. The lottery
23. The importance of money
24. Advertising
25. Puzzle solving: dealing with difficult situations
26. Dreams and hopes about the future
27. TV programs
28. History
29. Educational achievements and skills
30. The importance of English
31. Tears and laughter
NIVEL C1

1. Prejudices
2. Good and bad impressions.
3. Friends and family
4. Exceptional people
5. Memorable places. Travel and holidays. Tourism
6. Ways to live a happy, healthy life
7. Healthcare
8. The media. TV in your country
10. City Life
11. Current news
12. Education
13. Advertising
14. Behaviour and Manners
15. Crime and law
16. Celebrities and scandal
17. Fear
18. Money. Economics and finance
19. Success and failure
20. Humour: laughter and fun
21. War and peace
22. Charities. Non-profit-making organizations
23. Art and culture. Books, cinema and music
24. Belief: religion, and philosophy
25. Geography, nature and environment
26. Society and politics
27. Us and animals
28. Transport
29. Old age. Early retirement
30. Work. The working week
31. The future
32. Energy
33. Disasters
34. Food
35. Shopping
36. Anecdotes and stories
37. Sport and fitness